Influenza A HA and NA Sequencing

PDS is excited to announce that Influenza A HA and NA Sequencing is now available.

Influenza A HA and NA genes are simultaneously sequenced directly from PCR-positive clinical samples or virus isolates. This test is primarily for swine but can be applied to influenza A viruses from other hosts. Clients will get the subtypes of influenza A, as well as sequences of the HA and NA genes. Samples with PCR Ct < 30 are more likely to yield full sequences of the genes.

Influenza A HA and NA sequencing is available to order through the PDS client portal (Web Client). To add Influenza A sequencing on to a previous submission, please email the PDS receiving office (dso@usask.ca). Make sure to include the previous PDS number, owner and sample ID in the email.

Contact PDS if you require additional information - email: pds.info@usask.ca; phone: 306-966-7316.